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The current marketing challenge



The current consumer challenge
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I have had to sell my
car

Impact of the current economic situation 

A6. How has the current economic situation affected you?

Base: 2,497 UK nationally representative adults 16+



Consumers are pessimistic about the world 
around them

Perceptions of what will happen in the next 12 months…

56%
think the UK 

economy will get 

worse in the next 

12 months

A2. What do you think will happen to your financial situation and the economy in general in the next 12 months? 

Base: 2,497 UK nationally representative adults 16+

68%
think the prices of 

products and 

services will get 

worse in the next 

12 months

61% among 45-64s 74% among 55-64s

71% among C2DEs

71% among Low Income HHs



Yet they are optimistic about their own future

A1. On the scales below, please select which statements you more closely agree with?

Base: 2,497 UK nationally representative adults 16+
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Consumers are becoming more price savvy

Source: DMA How to win Back Customers and (re)Build Loyalty 2023

Attitudes towards price and deals (% Agree NET)

78%

67% 67%

81%

2018 2020 2022 2023

When making an important 

purchase decision I tend to 

spend time comparing prices



Discounts and offers play a big part in this

Attitudes towards price and deals (% Agree NET)

57%

49%
51%

63%

78%

67% 67%

81%

2018 2020 2022 2023

When making an important 

purchase decision I tend to 

spend time comparing prices

When shopping, I often 

change my mind about what 

brands/shops/sites to use as 

a result of deals/offers

Source: DMA How to win Back Customers and (re)Build Loyalty 2023



Charities are competing for share of wallet with 

deal driven advertising

Attitudes towards price and deals (% Agree NET)
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36%

40%

48%

57%

49%
51%

63%

78%

67% 67%

81%

2018 2020 2022 2023

When making an important 

purchase decision I tend to 

spend time comparing prices

When shopping, I often 

change my mind about what 

brands/shops/sites to use as 

a result of deals/offers

If a brand/shop/site I like 

stopped offering deals I 

would stop buying from them

Source: DMA How to win Back Customers and (re)Build Loyalty 2023



Overall brand loyalty is declining

39%
34%

41%

61%

2018 2020 2022 2023

% agree “I feel I am less loyal to brands and companies now than a year ago”

Source: DMA How to win Back Customers and (re)Build Loyalty 2023



Charity marketing insights from 

the DMA Effectiveness Databank



Four groups of effectiveness metrics



Focusing on the metrics that matter



Across all sectors marketing effectiveness 

is below pre-pandemic levels
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Charity marketing very much in line with this 

trend



Response effects make up a big part of the 

picture



Brand effectiveness actually grew marginally



Performance in line with Telcos and Autos



What are the drivers of charity 

campaign effectiveness?



A greater focus on brand building than ever



Source: DMA Intelligent Marketing Databank 2023

Brand campaigns have driven effectiveness 

in the late covid phase
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Response (any) campaign effectiveness
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…while there is a crisis in performance 

marketing effectiveness

Source: DMA Effectiveness Databank 2023



Renewed efforts to focus on customer 

retention



Getting the charity campaign 

channel mix right



Charities employ a multi-channel strategy



3+ channels key to effectiveness



Ad mail, Display and TV generate response



TV, Press and Mags and Social are key 

channels for charity brand building



TV and digital display offer the best of both 

worlds



5 Things You Should Know

1. It is challenging time for charity marketers: a -9% year-on-year decline in 

effectiveness seen in 2022

2. Despite declining performance, it is clear that charity marketing still generated 

positive outcomes

3. With response effectiveness declining, there has been a notable shift towards 

brand building in the charity space

4. An increase in brand building and retention activity both go hand in hand, with 

pure retention campaigns increasing to 20% in 2022 from 5% a year prior

5. Three or more channels are optimum for delivering higher numbers of 

response, brand and business effects



‘He’s Coming Home’ 2023 Gold 

Charity case study

• Abbey Gaunt, Senior Strategist, House 337

• Teresa Parker, Head of Brand, Media and Partnerships, Women’s Aid
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A combined 

reach of 

222 million 
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23 million views on TikTok | 560,000 impressions on Instagram | 1.1 million impressions on Twitter (X)
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1 in 8 views about the England World 

Cup on TikTok was our campaign, not 

football at all! 



78% increase in direct traffic from organic social to 

the Women’s Aid website

+44% to the donate page. 
Those donations are vital for helping women and children escape domestic abuse.
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We reached those who might need our help: 

+17% to Women’s Aid info page.

+26% of the Women’s aid support page

+11.7% Survivors’ Forum usage on matchdays
(continued rising into the day after match days to 13.9% above average)
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Feedback Link
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